While a number of DNA sequence motifs have been functionally characterized, the full repertoire of motifs in an organism (the motifome) is yet to be characterized. The present study wishes to widen the scope of motif content analysis in different monocot and dicot species that include both rice species, Brachypodium, corn, wheat as monocots and Arabidopsis, Lotus japonica, Medicago truncatula, and Populus tremula as dicots. All possible existing motifs were analyzed in different regions of genomes such as were found in different sets of sequences in these species: the whole genome, core proximal and distal promoters, 5′ and 3′ UTRs, and the 1st introns. Due to the increased number of species involved in this study compared to previous works, species relationships were analyzed based on the similarity of common motif content. Certain secondary structure elements were inferred in the genomes of these species as well as new unknown motifs. The distribution of 20 motifs common to the studied species were found to have a significantly larger occurrence within the promoters and 3′ UTRs of genes, both being regulatory regions. Motifs common to the promoter regions of japonica rice, Brachypodium, and corn were also found in a number of orthologous and paralogous genes. Some of our motifs were found to be complementary to miRNA elements in Brachypodium distachyon and japonica rice.
Background
A motif is a conserved or frequently occurring sequence of defined length, usually 4-10 base pairs in the case of DNA sequences. Motifs can be found in DNA/RNA or protein sequences, where each motif is typically associated with certain biological function(s). While a number of DNA sequence motifs have been functionally characterized, the full repertoire of motifs in an organism (referred to as the motifome) is yet to be characterized. In this study, we focus on motifs in plants. The total motif content of differing lengths of Arabidopsis thaliana and Oryza sativa japonica has been determined [8, 9] , which then allowed for cross-species comparison between a dicot and a monocot species. The present study wishes to widen the scope of motif content analysis in different monocot and dicot species that include Oryza sativa japonica, Oryza sativa indica, Brachypodium distachyon, Zea mays, Triticum aestivum as monocots and A. thaliana, Lotus japonica, Medicago truncatula, and Populus tremula as dicots. The reason that O. sativa indica and Brachypodium were chosen was that their promoter and UTR regions have been determined besides their genome sequences. O. sativa indica is also a close relative to O. sativa japonica, therefore we can expect that their motif content overlaps highly, compared to other species. The four dicot species were chosen because they are well-known model organisms and the whole genome sequences are available for all these species. The list of species, general characteristics of their genomes (ACGT%, number of genes, number of chromosomes, and size of genome) as well as a link or reference to their genomic information is provided in Tables 1 and 2 .
The present analysis endeavors to draw up a catalogue of all possible existing octamer motifs (4 8 = 65,536 in total) in the genomes of the above-named 9 species, as well as determining their statistical significance. In this study these motifs serve as regulatory signals or transcription factor binding sites in promoters, 1st introns, or UTR sequences. Octamers were studied in our previous study of O. sativa japonica [8] and in [9] of Arabidopsis. Motifs that are 8 bp long are long enough to be both diverse enough and statistically significant at the same time. Motifs can be found in different regions of genomes such as were found in 1-7 different sets of sequences, according to its availability in these species: the whole genome, core promoters (250 or 300 bp), proximal promoters (1000 bp), and distal promoters (3000 bp), 5′ and 3′ UTRs, and the 1st introns. The motifs that we found were matched with experimentally validated regulatory motifs in the Plant Cis-acting Regulatory Elements (PLACE) database [12] . The motifs in this database are characterized by a PLACE ID and a representative sequence, and are also cross-linked to papers describing these motifs in greater detail. We published similar work on rice in a previous paper [8] , and the methodology to find and determine the statistical significance of motifs used in this study is similar to that in previous works [9, 10] , therefore we refer the reader to these specific references. Furthermore, what makes the present study significant is that it also makes it possible to compare motif content between more or less related species as well as two different groups of plants, monocots motif m occurs in, and E S is the expected number of sequences that the motif is expected to occur in according to the background base distribution of the different species. The genome sequences were masked using the RepeatMasker program prior to analysis to exclude repetitive sequences which might skew the results.
The detailed method of the algorithm is described in previous works [8] [9] [10] . However, a short description will be given in the Materials and methods section. All 7 sequence sets were analyzed in O. sativa japonica and indica, while only the whole genome, the 3′ UTRs, and the core promoters were analyzed in Brachypodium. The whole genome, the core, proximal, and distal promoters were studied in Z. mays. Only the genome motifs of T. aestivum were used to measure similarity between that species and the other grass species as only the genome sequence was available for this species [11] . The available data sets for each species can be seen in Table 2 .
Analysis of motifs in the whole genome
The top 25 octamer motifs found in the monocot and dicot species are listed in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, respectively; while the entire list of motifs with their significance scores can be found in the Supplementary Excel files for each species (Supplementary file 1 -O. sativa japonica, Suppl. file 2 -O. sativa indica, Suppl. file 3 -Brachypodium, Suppl. file 4 -Z. mays, Suppl. file 5 -Triticum, Suppl. file 6 -dicot genomes, Suppl. file 7 -Arabidopsis compared to monocots). The intersections of octamer motifs between different combinations of monocot and dicot species can be seen in the Venn diagrams in Fig. 1a and b. For all species, the top 100 motifs were further analyzed for their functional significance. The top 100 whole genome motifs were also checked against the PLACE database [12] to see whether they matched any experimentally verified regulatory motifs. The PLACE database [6] is a well-known plant motif database. Each motif is characterized by a PLACE id as well as a functional description as well as Pubmed ID's which link to papers describing the given motif. The functional definitions of each PLACE id can be found in the supplementary Excel file "PLACE_id_functional_dictionary.xlsx". Z. mays had the least number of motifs in common with the other 4 species, with 65 of its top 100 high scoring motifs being unique only to itself. Triticum came in a close second with 44 motifs distinct to itself. This is no surprise as Z. mays belongs to a completely different clade (PACC clade) as do the two Oryza species and Brachypodium [13] .
Overall, 20 motifs were common to all monocot species, while 41 motifs were common to the dicot species. Of these, 15 were common to all monocot and all dicot species, making them the general plant motif candidates. These motifs can be seen in Table 3 . In Table 4 we can see the number of top 100 genomic motifs shared by each of the monocot and dicot species shared between 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 other species. We can see again that Z. mays has a relatively low number of motifs shared by any number of other species, whereas O. sativa japonica and indica and Brachypodium have 71, 73, and 70 motifs shared by at least three species, 64 motifs common to all three of these species. 98 motifs are common to both rice species, which is also significant.
What is interesting about these motifs is that a large number of them form reverse complementary pairs (AAAAAAAA|TTTTTTTT, AAAAAGAA| TTCTTTTT, AAAAGAAA|TTTCTTTT, AAAGAAAA|TTTTCTTT, AAATAAAA| TTTTATTT and AAGAAAAA|TTTTTCTT). These might possibly form parts of the secondary stem-loop structure in microRNAs. Indeed, the octamers, AAGAAAAA, AAAGAAAA, AAAAGAAA, AAAAAGAA all match part of the stem-loop structure of MIR169 in Arabidopsis [14] . 6 of these 12 motifs are not annotated yet, thus they could be associated with microRNA structures. Meng and coworkers [15] also found that miRNA mimic sites were found to be denser in the untranslated regions than in the other sequences. This suggests that these elements are common regulatory elements that are generally present in plant species. Furthermore, this type of analysis can be useful in finding other secondary structures in the 3′ UTR regions of genes or possibly in other sequences. We searched for these top 15 motifs common to monocots and dicots in the genomes of those species which had sufficient gene annotation (A. thaliana, M. truncatula, O. sativa japonica and indica, B. distachyon, and Z. mays). As described in the Materials and methods section we downloaded the gene annotation for these species, and located the position of each occurrence of each of the 15 motifs. We counted the number of times they occurred in the promoter region (3 kbp upstream region from the ATG start), within the gene body, and within the 3′ UTR (defined as the 3 kbp region downstream of the gene). The number of occurrences of each motif in each of the 3 gene subregions can be seen in Tables 5a and b. We measured how significantly different the number of occurrences was between the promoter region and the gene body and between the 3′ UTR and the gene body. We found that the difference was significant for promoters and 3′ UTRs in all six species. This shows that these top 15 motifs occur more significantly within promoters and 3′ UTR regions, both being regulatory regions, in these species.
Motif content analysis of grass species
Genetic similarity and therefore species relationships may be measured based on the similarity in the motif content. Species with higher content of common motifs with similar ranking according to motif score would be closer relatives than those species that have fewer common motifs. This is because the longer two species have been diverged from each other; more mutations have been allowed to accumulate between them, allowing a larger motif turnover to have taken place. The advantage of this method over sequence similarities between single genes is that it takes a global genomic sequence composition into account.
To test such phylogenetic sequence changes, we studied the number of common top 1000 genome motifs between the five monocot species. Two rice species belong to the family Ehrhartoideae, while Triticum and Brachypodium belong to the family Pooideae, and Zea belongs to the more distantly related family, Panicoideae. As we can see in Table 6 , O. sativa and indica, the two rice species had the highest number of common genome motifs (939). The Spearman coefficient computed for these common motifs is also relatively high (0.710). The number of common motifs between the two Oryza species and Brachypodium is also proportionate (O. sativa japonica: 704 vs. O. sativa indica: 716). Brachypodium is also more related to the two rice species than it is to corn and wheat (only 414 and 498 common motifs, respectively). Conversely, Triticum has less motifs in common with the 2 rice species than does Brachypodium (446 and 448 for japonica and indica rice, respectively). This means that although Triticum and Brachypodium are in the same family, there might be a tradeoff when comparing their motif content with another species regarding the total number of motifs versus the motifs' ranking. (See Table 5b .)
When comparing common motifs between the monocot species and an outlier species such as A. thaliana, we found that the number of common motifs was consistently low (Table 6 ). On average, there were 532 common motifs between any two monocot species, but only 422 Fig. 1 . a. Number of putative top 100 genomic motifs common to different combinations of the five monocot species studied. b. Number of putative top 100 genomics motifs common to different combinations of the four dicot species studied. CARGCW8GAT CARGNCAT MARTBOX  AAAAAGAA  AAAAGAAA  AAAATAAA  -314MOTIFZMSBE1 CARGCW8GAT CARGNCAT ELEMENT1GMLBC3  MARTBOX  AAAGAAAA  AAATAAAA  -314MOTIFZMSBE1 3AF1BOXPSRBCS3 CARGCW8GAT CARGNCAT  ELEMENT1GMLBC3 MARTBOX  AAGAAAAA  TTCTTTTT  TTTATTTT  -314MOTIFZMSBE1 CARGCW8GAT CARGNCAT ELEMENT1GMLBC3  MARTBOX  TTTCTTTT  TTTGTTTT  TTTTATTT  -314MOTIFZMSBE1 3AF1BOXPSRBCS3 CARGCW8GAT CARGNCAT  ELEMENT1GMLBC3 MARTBOX  TTTTCTTT  TTTTTCTT  TTTTTTTT  ATRICHPSPETE CARGCW8GAT CARGNCAT MARTBOX common motifs between A. thaliana and any given monocot species. In the case of the core promoter motifs (Fig. 2) , we found only 10, 1, and 3 common motifs with Arabidopsis out of the top 100 with O. sativa japonica, indica, and B. distachyon. For the proximal promoters, this number was 11, 1, and 0. When comparing the number of common motifs between O. sativa japonica and A. thaliana within the 7 sequence sets, we also found them to be quite low (Fig. 3 ). The scenario was somewhat different when the common top 1000 motif content of the core, proximal, and distal promoters were compared between the monocot species themselves (Tables 6a-c). The number of common motifs was greatest between the two rice species in the proximal and distal promoters (642 and 707, respectively). Surprisingly the number of common motifs in the core promoter between the two rice species was less than compared to either species versus Brachypodium. However, in the case of the core promoters and the 3′ UTRs (Table 7d ), the Spearman correlation was greater when comparing the two rice species than when either rice species was compared to Brachypodium. About the same number of common motifs was found in all three species' proximal promoters, and the Spearman coefficients were also roughly the same. This could be because the longer the promoter sequence gets, the larger the noise, allowing many more dissimilar statistically significant motifs to accumulate. (See Tables 7b  and 7c .)
Analysis of promoter motifs in monocots
We compared the top 100 octamer motif content in the core, proximal, and distal promoters of the four monocot species that had promoter sequence sets available. The reason that this was not done for dicots was because only the genome sequence was available for those species. In case of Brachypodium, the distal promoter dataset is not available; hence it was not included in the distal promoter motif comparison. We found 18, 37, and 43 motifs in the core, proximal and distal promoter datasets, respectively, that occurred in all of the species compared. A list of these motifs and their PLACE annotations can be seen in Supplementary Tables 3a-c. The two most common motifs were CARGNCAT and CARGCW8GAT, which are binding sites for the AGL15 transcription factor [16] . MARTBOX corresponds to the T-box, which can be found in scaffold attachment regions [17] . ATRICHPSPETE serves as an A/T-rich quantitative enhancer [18] . GAGAGMGSA1 and GAGA8HVBKN3 both correspond to GA-rich elements which bind the BBR and GBR transcription factors [19] . CTRMCAMV35S serves as an inverted GAGA-element which enhances gene expression [20] . GT1MOTIFPSRBCS corresponds to the GT-1 motif [21] , and AGL3ATCONSENSUS serves as a binding site for the transcription factor AGL3 [22] .
We also looked at the distribution of motifs specific to the core, proximal and distal promoter regions. Our results showed that 61 distinct motifs from the top 100 are present only in the core promoter regions, 8 in the proximal promoter and 16 are found only in the distal promoter regions. A list of these motifs can be seen in Supplementary Tables 4a-c along with their PLACE annotation. The reason that the number of core promoter-specific motifs is so high is because this is the place where most of the regulation-specific molecular machinery assembles. A number of the motifs found by us lack annotation in the PLACE database; thus, some of them can be novel putative transcription factor binding sites that are specific to a promoter region. We found 42 such novel motifs in the core, 2 in the proximal, and 14 in the distal promoter regions.
We then took these 61, 8, and 16 common motifs from the monocot species which were common to the core, proximal, and distal promoters, and looked for them in the appropriate promoter sets in O. sativa japonica, B. distachyon, and Z. mays. The genomes of both O. sativa indica and T. aestivum had poor quality annotation; the wheat genome itself is very fragmentary and thus not usable for this analysis. We report a list of the top 50 genes from these 3 species in Supplementary Excel file 8 (SupplementaryFile8_MonocotPromoterMotifDistribution.xls) which have a high number of these motifs in their core, proximal, and distal promoters.
Here the Z. mays annotation proved to be fairly scant; however, we discovered a number of orthologous and paralogous gene sets in the core, proximal, and distal promoter gene sets. Orthologs are highlighted in bold in the Supplementary Excel file #8, whereas paralogs within species are underlined.
In the core promoter sets between O. sativa japonica And B. distachyon, we found a pair of transducin/WD-40 repeat family genes, 3 myb-like proteins, with 2 paralogs in Brachypodium. A RING/ U-box superfamily gene pair was found in O. sativa japonica, and a pair of zinc-finger genes and a pentatricopeptide repeat gene pair was found in Brachypodium.
In the proximal promoter sets we found a WD-40 repeat gene in all 3 species, a pair of NB-ARC domain genes, RING/U-box genes, Class I peptide chain release factor genes, nodulin genes, purple acid phosphatase genes, and major facilitator superfamily genes in O. sativa japonica and B. distachyon. A pair of NAD(P) oxireductase paralogs was found in O. sativa japonica, and a pair of glycosyltransferase genes was found in Brachypodium.
In the distal promoter sets, we found two pairs of paralog genes in O. sativa japonica; a pair of NB-ARC domain-containing disease resistance genes and a pair of cellulose synthase genes.
Analysis of 3′ UTR regions
We compared the top 100 octamer motifs in the 3′ UTRs of three of the five monocot species (O. sativa japonica and indica and B. distachyon). We found 46 motifs to be present in all three species. These motifs can be seen in Supplementary Table 5 along with their annotation in the PLACE database. 24 of the 46 motifs had no annotation and therefore could be potentially novel 3′ UTR motifs. 16 of these 46 motifs were found to be complementary with one another (these ones are underlined in Supplementary Table 5 ).
We were interested in seeing what kinds of genes common to these three monocot species contain any of these reverse complementary motifs in their 3′ UTRs. We found that the 3′ UTRs of 154, 57, and 22 genes from O. sativa japonica, indica, and B. distachyon, respectively contained at least 50 occurrences of these 16 reverse complementary motifs. When checking their annotations (the annotation of O. sativa indica does not have good quality), we found 155 O. sativa japonica and B. distachyon genes with annotations. Out of these there were 7 pairs of genes from both species which either had similar or the same annotations, or take part in the same physiological process. Among them we can find a β-hydroxyisobutyryl-coA hydrolase/β-ketoacyl-reductase gene pair, a calcium-binding EF-hand family protein/calmodulinbinding protein -encoding gene pair, a pair of genes encoding cysteine proteinases, a pair of genes coding proteins with F-boxes, a pair of genes encoding RING/U-boxes, and a terpene synthase/terpenoid cyclase gene pair. A list of these genes can be seen in bold in Table 8 . Furthermore, we downloaded known miRNA sequences from the PMRD (plant microRNA database) [23] . 3 of the 16 reverse complementary motifs matched with two of the O. sativa japonica miRNA sequences from the database (the underlined part shows where our motifs match with the database sequence): osa-miR1867: TTTTTTTTCTAGGACAGAGG GAGT and osa-miRf11270-akr: GTACTCCTTTCGTCCCAAAAAAAA. These 2 miRNAs in turn targeted 3 of the O. sativa japonica genes also found in our search using all 16 reverse complementary motifs. These genes are Os06g06080, a hydrolase-like protein family, Os06g41930, a PLATZ transcription factor family protein, and Os10g28570, which as of yet has no annotation. 1 of the 16 motifs matched an miRNA sequence from B. distachyon: bdi-miR319: TGAGGGAGCTTTCTTCTGTCC.
Motif pair analysis
The distribution of motif pairs within individual sequences belonging to the core, proximal, and distal promoters, 5′ UTRs, 3′ UTRs, and 1st introns was also examined in the monocot species for which these sequence sets were available. The top 5050 possible motif pairs were examined, coming from all possible pairing of the top 100 motifs from each sequence set from each species. The sequences for all of these motif pairs, their real and expected occurrences and their motif pair score can be found in the supplementary Excel files for each monocot species (Supplementary files 1-5) . The reason dicot genomes were not examined is because motif pairs form the building blocks of transcription factor modules, and as such, require being in close proximity with each other, and this is not possible with the genome where motifs would be far away because of the sheer size of the genome.
The number of common motif pairs was examined for the core, proximal, and distal promoters, and 3′ UTRs, as can be seen in Supplementary Tables 7a-d. The Spearman correlation coefficient was also calculated for the common motif pair content. As with the Spearman correlation coefficient calculations performed with only single motifs, a trade-off between the number of common motif pairs and the Spearman correlation between them. It occurs many times that there are more motif pairs between either rice species and B. distachyon or Z. mays, compared to the number of common motifs between the two rice species; however, the Spearman coefficient is still larger between the two rice species. Conversely, the opposite is true, that there are less motif pairs between either rice species and B. distachyon and Z. mays; however, the Spearman coefficient is greater between these species and both rice species. This may be due to the fact that it is more likely to get a higher Spearman coefficient value with fewer common elements than with a larger number of common elements, which might easily introduce noise.
Otherwise, the similarity between the two rice species and Z. mays can be seen in that the common motif pair content drops off sharply to only 231 (4.6% of all 5,050 pairs) between O. sativa indica, and 351 (7% of all 5050 pairs) between B. distachyon and maize. The number is also relatively low between these two previously mentioned species when looking at the common motif pairs in proximal promoters (820, which is 16.2% of all 5050 pairs), and in distal promoters (990, which is 19.6% of all 5050 pairs).
Dicot consensus sequences
For the dicot species we defined consensus sequences for the top 100 genome. This we did by putting motifs with similar sequences into the same cluster. Afterwards, a multiple alignment was made for each cluster, and the consensus sequence was defined from the alignment. These consensus sequences can be seen in the tab "consensus sequences" in Supplementary File #6.
Table 5a
Distribution of the 15 common motifs in three of the monocot species in promoters, within genes, and 3′ UTRs. 
Conclusion
Comparing the motif content of different species at different taxonomical levels broadens our horizons and allows a deeper analysis, making it possible to uncover newer aspects of their genomes. For example, by looking at the motif content of whole genomes, we can capture global similarity between them in a holistic manner, instead of looking at similarities between genes on only a local level. This is especially evident in the number of common top-ranking motifs, for example within the studied monocot species, which reflect the degree of relationships between individual species. Using the top-ranking motifs from the whole genome is especially useful for this, compared to the motif content of different parts of the gene (such as the promoter or 3′ UTR), since this way we can draw general conclusions about the whole genome.
The similar content of top-ranking motifs between two given species can be quantified to measure how similar the two species are to one another. This can be done by comparing the number of common motifs, and/or by calculating the Spearman coefficient between sets of motifs between the two species. The number of common motifs between two sets shows how similar two species are, because we would expect that the closer two species are to one another, they would share more motifs in common which also occur more abundantly, and thus have a high score. Using the Spearman coefficient also gives a good measure of this similarity. This can be seen in the case of motif content similarity in the 3′ UTR regions between the two rice species compared to B. distachyon. Here even though there are a smaller number of common motifs between the two rice species compared to B. distachyon (167 compared to 376 and 515), their Spearman coefficient is larger (0.947 compared to 0.589 and 0.498). This also might be due to less selective pressure on the 3′ UTR region allowing for larger sequence divergence. Taking both measures into account shows how related two species are to each other. When comparing the common motif content with an outlier species such as A. thaliana, which consistently gave a low number of common motifs as well as a low Spearman coefficient.
For further study, it would be intriguing to analyze the motif content of a large number of species (30 or more), in order to perform motif content analysis on a larger scale. To this end we have written a perl script (genomotifome.pl) which analyzes the whole genome sequence of a given species for motifs of a given length, returning a set of the top-ranking motifs from that genome.
Furthermore, the analysis of top-ranking motifs also makes it possible to predict parts of secondary structures of different kinds of genetic elements, such as miRNA sequences, tandem repeats, or microsatellites. This is a novel property of the analysis of the motif content of different parts of the genome, and can complement other algorithms or models which do the same. We were also able to find sets of motifs which have a significantly higher occurrence in regulatory regions (promoters and 3′ UTRs). Furthermore, by analyzing the distribution of conserved motifs common to different species, we were able to find genes which could possibly take part in the same physiological processes under the same regulation.
In summary, motif cross-comparison between a number of different plant species provides new and exciting results which can be applied and broadened to other organisms as well to deepen our understanding of the regulation of their genomes.
Materials and methods

Sequence sets
Links and references to the data sets used in this analysis can be seen in Table 1 . Here general information on the genomes of each species is listed, such as the number of chromosomes, number of genes, and total genome size. For the dicot species excluding Arabidopsis and also for the monocot, T. aestivum, only the whole genome sequence was available (for Triticum it was available only in contig sequences). B. distachyon had only the whole genome, the core promoter and proximal promoter sets and the 3′ UTRs available, while Z. mays had only the whole genome sequence, and the core, proximal and distal promoter sets available. While these sequence sets may be incomplete as of yet, we felt it worthwhile to analyze the available data and try to draw conclusions from them through multiple species comparisons.
The genome sequence of Arabidopsis has already been done by Lichtenberg at al. [9] , however we performed our own analysis on the genome of this plant species, thus we were working with our own Arabidopsis data sets. Since the analysis had already been performed for O. sativa japonica by Cserhati [8] , we simply used the data sets already available for that species. The genomes for eight of the nine species were masked using RepeatMasker [24] in order to purge them of repeat sequences. There were technical difficulties with the T. aestivum genome due to the fragmented nature of the genome as it had not yet been assembled into whole chromosome sequences, the program took too long to run. 
Motif statistical measure
The statistical significance of a given motif m is sign(m) = S ⋅ ln(S/ E S ), where S is the number of sequences the motif m occurs in, and E S is the number of sequences the motif is expected to occur in, by calculating the probability of the motif's occurrence based on the background base distribution in a given species. The probability p m can be calculated with the following formula: p m ¼ ∏ n i¼1 p X;i , where n is the length of the motif, i is a running variable from 1 to n, and p X,i is the ith base in the motif, where X = {A,C,G,T}, and n is the length of the motif (6-10 for hexamers to decamers). Only motifs not containing ambiguous IUPAC letters (M, R, W, S, Y, K, B, D, H, V, or N) were retained. Thus, motifs which are overrepresented in the genome (compared to their expected occurrence) will receive a higher score. Not only are those motifs scored higher which occur relatively more than their expected value (S/E), but especially those with a high occurrence in general (that is why we multiple ln(S/E S ) with S, the number of occurrences).
In the whole genome, the expected occurrence of w is E S (m) = N genome × p m , where N genome is the size of the species' genome, and p m is the occurrence probability of the motif. In the case of the other Fig. 2 . Pairwise comparison of common putative motifs in the whole genome, core and proximal promoters between all monocot and dicot species. Fig. 3 . Number of common motifs within the 7 sequence subsets between Oryza sativa japonica and Arabidopsis thaliana. six sequence sets, E S is calculated somewhat differently. Here we assume that the occurrence of a given motif follows a Poisson distribution. Hence, the number of times the motif is expected to occur is E S m ð Þ ¼ N sequences Á
1-e
-N S Áp m ð Þ À Á , where N sequences is the number of sequences within a given sequence set, N s is the length of all sequences belonging to sequence set S, and p m is the occurrence probability of the motif. According to the Poisson distribution, the number of occurrences of a given motif (defined by the parameter λ) is N S ⋅ p m . The probability p n N 0 of finding at least 1 occurrence of the motif in any sequence is 1−e − N S Áp m ð Þ . Thus the expected occurrence of the motif is E = N sequences ⋅p n N 0 .
Motif content comparison
The motif content similarity between two species based on a given sequence set was measured by taking the top 1000 motifs found in the given sequence set and ranking them according to their sequence scores. Only motifs common between both species were retained for the calculation. Both the number of common motifs and the Spearman-coefficient were reported to measure the motif content similarity between the two species.
Motif clustering
For a given sequence set we matched all possible motif pairs from the top 100 highest scoring motifs with each other. Two motifs belonged to the same cluster if the Hamming distance was at most 1 bp. The two motifs were also allowed to slide 1 bp alongside each other. The consensus sequence for a given sequence set was determined with the Clustalw2, version 2.0.12 software [25] . The statistical significance for a consensus sequence was determined similar to the way it was determined for a single motif containing non-ambiguous letters.
The consensus sequences, their observed and expected occurrence, their score can be seen in the Supplementary Excel files for each individual sequence set in each individual species.
Motif pair statistical measure
For a motif pair m1;m2, the probability of finding such a pair is equal to the product of the individual motif probabilities: p m1;m2 = p m1 ⋅ p m2 . The significance value for a motif pair can also be calculated similarly with p m1;m2 .
Determination of consensus sequences in dicots
For the four dicot species, the top 100 octamers were all compared with one another to determine which sequence was similar to the other, and to what degree. Clusters of motifs from the top 100 motifs were defined where the members of the cluster were similar to at least one other cluster member by a sequence similarity of at least 87.5% (allowing for 1 mismatch). For each cluster the motif members were put into a multi-fasta file and the ClustalW2 program was run on it to determine a consensus sequence for that motif.
Other data and methods
Gene annotations for O. sativa japonica and B. distachyon were downloaded from http://www.plantgdb.org. A list of miRNA sequences and their targets can be found at http://bioinformatics.cau.edu.cn/ PMRD/adjunct/osa_miR_target.txt. A multifasta sequence file containing known microRNA sequences was downloaded from http:// bioinformatics.cau.edu.cn/PMRD/adjunct/osa_mature [23] . Gtf files for O. sativa japonica and indica, T. aestivum, Z. mays, B. distachyon, A. thaliana, and M. truncatula were all downloaded from http://plants. ensembl.org/info/website/ftp/index.html. The conversion between O. sativa japonica gene ids was performed with this file: http://rapdb. dna.affrc.go.jp/download/archive/RAP-MSU.txt.gz. p-Values for the differences in motif numbers between promoters and 3′ UTRs versus gene were calculated by the Wilcoxon-test in R.
Venn diagrams
The Venn diagrams were calculated using the software at the Bioinformatics and Evolutionary Genomics Workgroup at http:// bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/cgi-bin/liste/Venn/calculate_venn.htpl.
PLACE motif definitions
The supplementary dictionary for defining the functions of the PLACE database motif ids was adapted from http://ftp.dna.affrc.go.jp/ pub/dna_place/place.fasta.
Perl script
The perl script can be downloaded from the author's webpage at http://unmc.edu/bsbc/docs/motifome_script.zip. 
